
U5L5 Puzzle 21 Submission Requirements & Computer Science Education Week 

 

For Puzzle 21 in U5L21, be sure to have the following in your code: 

✓ Goal: An application with a home screen that explains the app. The objective of the app is to 

click an object 10 times to win or click a different object (the size of the screen) 3 times to lose.  

✓ 4 total screens (startScrn, gameScrn, winScrn, LoseScrn) 

✓ On the startScrn, a startBtn that plays the game and resets the score and lives variables by 

calling a resetALL() function that you defined.  

✓ On the gameScrn, you have 2 different images, where when one is clicked the scroe gores up 

and when the other is clicked (it is the size of the background) the lives goes down. If the score 

is greater than or equal to 10 the win screen appears. If the lives are less than or equal to 0 the 

game over screen appears. 

✓ On the winScrn, there is a play again button that takes you back to the startScrn 

✓ On the loseScrn, there is a play again button that takes you back to the startScrn 

✓ Sound has been used to enhance the app. 

✓ A comment in the first line with your name and period. 

✓ The images are professional and appropriate. 

✓ Share the code with me and submit to my website.  

✓ You have created and used functions to chunk your code using the top down design idea and to 

make your code more readable. resetAll(), increaseScore(), decreaseScore(), etc… 

✓ Copy the different incremental and iterative notes about your code (in text form) and the final 

image into a Google Doc and shared link is uploaded to my site.  

✓ This assignment is due at the start of class on 1.13.20 

 

 

In addition to working on this assignment this week, you must work with other students to show 

them how to create this app. You are required to have at least 3 students ill out the CS Education 

Week Form on my website. You may ask students you speak to this week, parents and/or family 

members. 

 

Rubric is on second sheet with point break down. 

 



U5L5 Puzzle 21 Submission Requirements & Computer Science Education Week 

 

Goal: Make a CLICKER APP. The objective of the app is to click an object 10 times to 
win or click a different object (the size of the screen) 3 times to lose.  

 

POINTS 

4 total screens (startScrn, gameScrn, winScrn, LoseScrn) 
 

1 

On the startScrn, an explanation of the app and a startBtn that plays the game and 
resets the score and lives variables by calling a resetALL() function that you defined.  

 

5 

On the gameScrn, you have 2 different images, where when one is clicked the scroe 
gores up and when the other is clicked (it is the size of the background) the lives goes 
down. If the score is greater than or equal to 10 the win screen appears. If the lives are 
less than or equal to 0 the game over screen appears. 

 

5 

On the winScrn, there is a play again button that takes you back to the startScrn. Images 
are used on the screen and are appropriate. 

 

1 

On the loseScrn, there is a play again button that takes you back to the startScrn. 
Images are used on the screen and are appropriate. 

 

1 

Sound has been used to enhance the app. 
 

1 

A comment in the first line with your name and period. 
 

1 

The app design looks profession and has images that are professional and appropriate. 
 

1 

You have created and used functions to chunk your code using the top down design 
idea and to make your code more readable. resetAll(), increaseScore(), decreaseScore(), 
etc…THESE FUNCTIONS ARE DEGINED OUTSIDE OF THE EVENTS BUT CALLED INSIDE THE 
EVENTS. 
 

1 

Copy the different incremental and iterative notes about your code (in text form) and 
the final image into a Google Doc and shared link is uploaded to my site.  
 

2 

Share the code with me and submit to my website.  
 

1 

You have worked with at least 3 people during CS Ed Week to either help you build this 
APP or help them create their own. They have filled out the CS Ed Questionnaire on my 
web site  

3 

Total Points 23 

 

This assignment is due at the start of class on 1.13.20 

10% point deduction for each day the assignment is late. 
 


